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Armed with rooters’ lids they strode confidently along,
drawing patronizing glances from the oldsters, hails from
their fellows, sneers from men in uniform, and smiles from
Rose City lassies. Stopping to light up a pair of cigarettes,
they were cheerfully accosted by a portly Portlander of office
pallor and swivel-chair spread, who demanded to know who
won' and by what margin. When told, he offered his congame

dolences and followed it up with the standard war-time interrogation, “How are you boys standing with the draft?”
Said one, “Pve got them just where they want me. Pm
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another,
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examinations and who are trying
into a war-time country club. They are, however, in
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minority and certainly not all non-reserve potential draftees are consistent playboys.—J.L.B.
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Every Oregon

plays a strictly Dixieland
horn, with a style very^nuch like
Bobby Hackett. If you should
hear him play, don’t expect and
pop tunes, just sit back and dig
those old jazz tunes such as
“Shimmy Like My Sister Kate,”
“Yellow Dog Blues,” and “Jazz
Me Blues.”
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Dick is backed up by two of
the best rhythm men. in town.
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because

Asklepiads are beginning- their contact work in the most convenient place for
efficiency. Unaffiliated independents are urged to volunteer
by calling Ur. E. D. Furrer, whose offices are in the Miner
building.
are
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plasma

way of saving lives has been proved on all the
fronts of the present war. Dr. Raymond L. Archer, Methodist missionary evacuated from Singapore, said when he

'J'H

visited the campus last spring that the work done on the
fighting front- in this branch of medicine could not he overrated. He told of the saving of thousands of lives in the siege
of

Singapore alone through

banks like the
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So far in the

Plays

Modern

Herb is strictly a modernist in
his playing style, leaning toward
the relaxed, breathless tone of
most negro musicians. If Herb
I
resembles any one person,
would say Ben Webster of the
Ellington band, which ain’t band
gate, in any league. Herb, by the
way, is one of the sharpest dressers
hereabouts what with the
drape shape, reet pleat, and such.

Tommy Dorsey lost

his

history of the Eugene bank over 650 volunteers have been typed,\ 533 have donated blood. Eugene's
plasma board will be held available not only for armv and
navy call, but for any local needs. The Red Cross hopes to
build up the city supply to a point where there will be one
unit to every hospital bed in the city.
We’ve been talking of “what students can do to help.”
.Now the talk has crystallized. The time has come for action.
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University course in Ping-Pongthreeology. No pipe either
hour course in right-handed Paddleistics, two-hour course in lefthanded Paddleististics( in case
you should break your light
arm), and a five-hour seminar in
“Why Ping Pong Balls are Round
and Not Square.”
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Walkouts, the birthplace of
blitzkrieg, have been banned for
the duration; so now the German
general staff will have to think

man

It was good to -see Portland
budge with nearly 2,000 Ducks,
the New Yorkers of Kaiser fame,
and the regular citizens of the
Rose City. There was that expectant pre-game edge at Hilaire’s, Jack Cody's, and Jolly

dripped with
And Jupiter

houses.
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the heels of the establishment of the

campus war board, Asklepiads, pre-medic honor society, volunteered to organize and solicit student donations for the
Lane county bank.
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Those of you who know Wally
Heider, have probably been wondering why he has been rushing

ty of kicks with his fine work on
the elephant tasks. Bernie Kylo
*
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sits behind the tubs, and really
seemed to please John Citizen who beamed from
.knocks himself out, by playing
wrinkle to wrinkle and observed, “That’s fine; just what
a good steady beat.
you should do.”
The second of the musicians is
Said the other, “N-aw, I can’t get in a reserve. Pve got a
a kid called Herb Widmer. Herb
couple of months before I’m drafted so 1 just went to school plays just about one of the finest
to have
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the well-known groove.
The first of these is a knockedout trumpet player by name of
Dick Sherman. Dick is at present
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Well, cats, things are beginning
to shape up as far as the local
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past fort-nit. It seems Wally is
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And, of course, the
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the game
Yes, this without
minute scrutiny, was Oregon at
while
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By NORMA TREVORROW
in Oregon
Jo
Ann Supple is now a "perfect
mother," but only because of the
practice and training she received while taking care of woSomewhere

men

...

defense workers’

babies at

only drawback

The

FeeGees who

giving their
blood for the bank. They’re setting a high example for all other living organizations
on
the

the Fruit and Flow'er mission in
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For

he-men,

our

hardy,

there’s

Phi

Endicott who worked

at what is known

as the toughest, make-you-or-break-you jobs
in the business: that of handling
an automatic air-gun
Nelda Rohrbach,
Alpha Chi,
rightly wins a third cigar for
working at the Lutheran center
in
San Francisco during the
summer
Bill Farrell, FeeGee,
and Frank Watkins, Phi Delt, as
deep sea diver assistants at
Kaiser
Shipbuilding company,
make this report for those
to
hunt jobs next summer: Be a
diver with Kaiser! You make $70
to $100 a day, the boss is wonderful, best working conditions,
food’s
your
by Chef Henry
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Thiele,
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for
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portation, nice quarters at the
yard, five hours a day and all
you do is put braces on pilings.

is that you

don’t live very long
Very honorable mention for 20
are

Connie Averill headof Gamma Phi

large group

knitters with three sweaters for
the Red Cross last

She

and

spring term.

also
five thousand
tin foil pieces to the service center—all of which is pretty fine
stuff
Clinton Childs, S.A.E.,
turned

Kae

in four

Robinson

or

Mention, too, must go to Bobby Reynolds and Bill Davis, who
sparkled far above the Webfootball gems, played their hearts
out for Oregon.
GOSSIPATTER: Lionel Hampton opens this week in Portland
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a
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run

bringing

about the best in colored entertainment
By spring there
may be more than ROTC uniforms on the campus as tht
school further orientates itself
war-time training; more closely,
the reserves may place
some
...
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students on active duty while at
school
Check Becca’s 12inch
“Baltimore
Oriole’’
with
Frances Langford at vocal; but
Note the tilt on Norm
Foster's rain hat
GlaMary

groundman for a telephone company at the army’s Camp White
fell off a 20-foot pole twice. Did

good

it hurt him ?

will have still even more admirers after she
completes the lead

Huh-uh.
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shortnailed: Yes, you typewriter tapare
needed for defense
pers
here on the campus.
for typists for army
work has doubled over-night and
now about five girls will be used
work
The
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need

every afternoon. Next time you
feel a little strength in those old
bones, resist just one bridge
game and use that immobile im-

petus for
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turn to

of
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predict,

in “Arsenic and Old Lace’’
at the VLT
Tri-Delt’s McTavish of multidative fame is
role

slated for

a mock
wedding today
climax to a joke that
grew
and grew. Groom ?
Only any one
of thirty eligibles
as
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Danger the war emergency will
lead owners to “slaghter" their
timber land is pointed out
J.
D. Pond of Cornell.
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